
F3 Extended Tank Protection - Paint Protection Film.

 
Thoroughly clean application surface area with 
70% rubbing alcohol and paper towel. 
Mix 3 corn size drops of Johnsons Baby Shampoo 
and 32 oz of water in a spray bottle. 
This is your installation mix.

TEST FIT & ALIGN: Carefully separate the 3 pieces of your kit.
With the backing paper on, position the center
piece just above the leading edge of the seat. 

Use masking tape to secure the center panel in position. 
Next align the Left and Right side pieces to be sure
these will fall into place once applied. If fitment looks
correct remove the Left & Right pieces. 

NOTE: Be sure your hands are very clean before transferring
paint protection pieces off liner to application surface.
Wet your hands & fingers with your water mix solution
before you peel pieces from the page. 

Next: Wet your application surface area on the tank.

Spray the top of the part then squeegee in overlapping strokes
from the center of the panel to the outsides in all directions until water
has been pushed out from under the part.  NEXT, carefully align the
Left panel using the leading edge of the Center panel
as your guide for placement. They are supposed to
butt up against one another with little to no gap.
This may require multiple tries to get the part aligned
just so. You can re wet the surface as many times as
needed when installing. Repeat same process on Right
side to complete the installation. 

Once applied, allow 24hrs for the film to cure before riding.
Water bubbles will breath out over time. Allow up to 2 weeks
for complete cure to the application surface. Please call
with any questions before application if you are unsure
how to install.  814-838-6377 
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Install the center piece of the kit FIRST. Making a mark
to reference the top an bottom center notch will be helpful
when positioning the panel. Wet your application surface 
area on the tank.  Peel off the backing paper of the center 
panel and thoroughly wet it as well. Then position pattern on the machine
using the reference marks.  Make sure the pattern is in the exact 
center of that tank when installing. 


